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At MYSTERY RANCH, we’re committed to our craft of quality and innovation. We’re 
not just passionate about backpacks – we’re obsessed. And we’re experts at making 
packs for those who need to get out and do.

For Spring 2024, we put everything we’ve got into creating exactly what you need. 
We listened to consumer feedback, tweaked and tested, and listened again — and we 
heard you loud and clear. The results are some of the coolest, most technical packs 
yet. Practical and inherently purposeful. Expertly crafted for the lightweight-or-bust 
thru-hiker, the nature stroller, the leisurely recreator – and everyone in between.

So get out there and enjoy your favorite pursuits with the perfect pack, built by the 
expert pack makers at MYSTERY RANCH.

What’s inside
RADIX SERIES
SCREE SERIES
GALLAGATOR SERIES
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 RADIX SERIES
Over the years, lightweight backpacking has become a lifestyle, a radical 
approach to carrying less so you can go further. It’s a game of cubic inches 
and every little gram counts – even in your pack. At MYSTERY RANCH we 
create packs to meet the needs of all kinds of backpackers, including the 
lightweight-or-bust ones. The RADIX series is a minimalist pack for your 
outdoor arsenal that offers the durability, repairability, and carry comfort that 
MYSTERY RANCH is known, all without weighing you down. And you choose 
how you use it – remove the aluminum frame system for an ultralight option, 
or keep the frame for a more structured load carriage n a lightweight system. 
Either way, your back and grams won’t suffer!

KEY FEATURES: 
MATERIAL
• Technical Ultra-PE Birdseye and recycled 100D Robic Ripstop fabric means you 

can trust this pack to hold up all the way to the peak and back

• YKK® zippers

FEATURES
• Removable and repairable compression web and repairable trim means that 

this pack won’t be wearing out anytime soon 

• Removable 7000 Series, aerospace aluminum frame offers just the right 
load-bearing support for what your mountain mission requires 

• Hydration reservoir compatible
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RADIX 57

 Men’s - White Hunter Men’s - Black Hunter

MEN’S 
Weight:  1714 g/ 1.72 kg/ 3.78 lbs

Stripped Weight:  1369 g/ 1.37 kg/ 3.02 lbs

Vol: 59.6 L (3635 cu-in)

Sizes:  S, M, L, XL

WOMEN’S
Weight:  1714 g/ 1.72 kg/ 3.78 lbs

Stripped Weight:  1369 g/ 1.37 kg/ 3.02 lbs

Vol: 59.6 L (3635 cu-in)

Sizes:   XS, S, M, L

KEY FEATURES: SPECS:
 + Technical Ultra-PE Birdseye and recycled 100D Robic 

Ripstop fabric means you can trust this pack to hold 
up all the way to the peak and back   

 + Off-center zipper for more convenient accessibility      

 + Removable and repairable compression web and 
repairable trim means that this pack won’t be 
wearing out anytime soon 

 + Removable 7000 Series, aerospace aluminum frame 
offers just the right load-bearing support for what 
your mountain mission requires   

 + Removable pocketed lid gives you the option of 
keeping your snacks, camera, and other essentials 
close at hand on the trail   

 + Removable pocketed waist belt keeps your phone, 
sunglasses, and small items easily accessible 

 + Adjustable lightweight harnessing makes your hike 
that much more comfortable   

 + Men’s and women’s harnessing options for a 
superior ergonomic fit with your body

 + Hydration reservoir compatible

The RADIX 57 is the MYSTERY RANCH solution for a lightweight pack that does not sacrifice the 
comfort or the load bearing capabilities that we are known for. This super technical 57-liter pack is 
built with lightweight Ultra-PE Birdseye and recycled Robic Ripstop fabric. It is small, breathable, 
and fast while offering plenty of storage features – taking the edge off multiple-day ascents and 
long stretches of through-hikes without compromising toughness. The removable frame and 
lid can adjust to meet all your ounce and gram needs, giving you options in how you carry and 
distribute every detail. The versatile harnessing comes in men’s and women’s sizing for optimal 
comfort and fit for endurance while crushing hundreds of miles of trail.   

Women’s - Black SunsetWomen’s - White Sunset
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RADIX 47

 Men’s - White Hunter Men’s - Black Hunter

MEN’S 
Weight:  1556 g/ 1.56 kg/ 3.43 lbs

Stripped Weight:  1406 g/ 1.40 kg/ 3.10 lbs

Vol: 45 L (2745 cu-in)

Sizes:  S, M, L, XL

WOMEN’S
Weight:  1556 g/ 1.56 kg/ 3.43 lbs

Stripped Weight:  1406 g/ 1.40 kg/ 3.10 lbs

Vol: 45 L (2745 cu-in)

Sizes:   XS, S, M, L

KEY FEATURES: SPECS:
 + Technical Ultra-PE Birdseye and recycled 100D Robic 

Ripstop fabric means you can trust this pack to hold 
up all the way to the peak and back   

 + Off-center zipper for more convenient accessibility   

 + Removable and repairable compression web and 
repairable trim means that this pack won’t be 
wearing out anytime soon

 + Removable 7000 Series, aerospace aluminum frame 
offers just the right load-bearing support for what 
your mountain mission requires

 + Pocketed lid and removable waistbelt keep your 
snacks, camera, and other essentials close at hand 
on the trail   

 + Adjustable lightweight harnessing makes your hike 
that much more comfortable

 + Men’s and women’s harnessing options for a 
superior ergonomic fit with your body 

 + Hydration reservoir compatible

The RADIX 47 is made for those looking for a little extra room for a big day or the hiker 
that might turn a long day hike into an overnight. The lightweight Ultra-PE Birdseye and 
durable, recycled Robic Ripstop fabric sacrifices weight without compromising toughness. 
Top-loading shroud, ample exterior pockets, and removable aluminum frame gives you the 
option of how you want to carry your essentials – really light or right light. The adjustable 
harnessing comes in both men’s and women’s for a more comfortable fit.

Women’s - White SunsetWomen’s - Black Sunset
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RADIX 31

 Men’s - White Hunter Men’s - Black HunterMEN’S 
Weight:  1388 g/ 1.39 kg/ 3.06 lbs

Stripped Weight:  1238 g/ 1.24 kg/ 2.73 lbs

Vol: 28 L (1755 cu-in)

Sizes:  S, M, L, XL

WOMEN’S
Weight:  1388 g/ 1.39 kg/ 3.06 lbs

Stripped Weight:  1238 g/ 1.24 kg/ 2.73 lbs

Vol: 28 L (1755 cu-in)

Sizes:   XS, S, M, L

KEY FEATURES: SPECS:
 + Technical Ultra-PE Birdseye and recycled 100D Robic 

Ripstop fabric means you can trust this pack to hold 
up all the way to the peak and back   

 + Off-center zipper for more convenient accessibility   

 + Removable and repairable compression web and 
repairable trim means that this pack won’t be 
wearing out anytime soon 

 + Removable 7000 Series, aerospace aluminum frame 
offers just the right load-bearing support for what 
your mountain mission requires   

 + Removable pocketed waistbelts keep your 
essentials close at hand on the trail    

 + Adjustable lightweight harnessing makes your hike 
that much more comfortable   

 + Men’s and women’s harnessing options for a 
superior ergonomic fit with your body  

 + Hydration reservoir compatible 

The RADIX 31 was designed knowing a little less weight can make your mountain mission 
a whole lot better. Crafted from lightweight Ultra-PE Birdseye and durable, recycled Robic 
Ripstop fabric, this pack takes the edge off those grueling ascents without sacrificing 
toughness. An array of adjustable features, like a removable frame, and plenty of external 
pockets helps you master the game of cubic inches. And the option of women’s or men’s 
harnessing provides a natural and comfortable fit.   

Women’s - White SunsetWomen’s - Black Sunset
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 SCREE SERIES
The SCREE is MYSTERY RANCH’S long-time leader for the pursuit hiker. This technical 
pack, with its unmistakable, sleek 3-ZIP design and durable build, comes with just enough 
features for you to bring only what you need for those gnarly destination hikes or serious 
peak-bagging pursuits. The SCREE comes in two sizes so you can choose the size that is 
right for your off route, off trail challenge. 

KEY FEATURES:
MATERIAL
• Technical custom laminate fabric provides enough durability to withstand the 

rough and tumble of trail life

• YKK® zippers

FEATURES
• 3-ZIP access cuts down on unnecessary fumbling when you need to get 

the guts of your pack

• Hydration reservoir compatible



Women’s - Gravel Women’s - White Sunset

 Men’s - Black

 Men’s - White Limeade

 Men’s - Limeade
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SCREE 33
The SCREE 33 is a leader in our Trail line of packs. The technical 33-liter pack works with 
all kinds of extreme pursuits. With tons of adjustable compression, daisy chain with tool 
attachment points, adjustable yoke, and removable waist belt this will be your favorite 
companion from peak to rock to snow. And you can make it even lighter with a removable 
aluminum frame and plenty tough enough to handle excursions into nature’s most 
challenging locales.  

KEY FEATURES: SPECS:
 + Technical custom laminate fabric provides enough 

durability to withstand the rough and tumble of trail 
life for many seasons to come 

 + 3-ZIP access cuts down on unnecessary fumbling 
when you need to get the guts of your pack

 + Zippered lid pocket to keep small items accessible

 + Adjustable yoke and removable belts give you 
options for finding the most comfortable way to 
traverse the wild  

 + Adjustable compression keeps the guts of your 
pack snug and secure  

 + Daisy chain and tool attachment feature for staying 
prepared to navigate difficult terrain

 + Hydration reservoir compatible

 + Men’s and women’s harnessing options for a 
superior ergonomic fit with your body 

MEN’S 
Weight:  1483 g/ 1.49 kg/ 3.27 lbs

Vol: 32.8 L (2000 cu-in)

Sizes:  S, M, L, XL

WOMEN’S
Weight:  1.49 kg (3.27 lbs)

Vol: 32.8 L (2000 cu-in)

Sizes:   XS, S, M, L
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SCREE 22

 Limeade

 White Limeade

Weight:  880 g/ 0.88 kg/ 1.94 lbs

Vol: 21.9 L (1335 cu-in)

Sizes:  One Size

KEY FEATURES: SPECS:
 + Technical custom laminate fabric provides enough 

durability to withstand the rough and tumble of trail 
life for many seasons to come

 + 3-ZIP access cuts down on unnecessary fumbling 
when you need to get the guts of your pack

 + Thinner, lighter, and faster to streamline your 
outdoor adventure experience  

 + Adjustable compression keeps the guts of your 
pack snug and secure

 + Daisy chain and tool attachment feature for staying 
prepared to navigate difficult terrain

 + Fixed harnessing ensures a consistent fit and 
sturdy load-hauling during grueling adventures

 + Zippered lid pocket to keep small items accessible

 + Hydration reservoir compatible

This tried-and-true leader of our Trail line is made for multiple disciplines and the gnarliest 
of adventures. The SCREE 22 features tons of adjustable compression, a custom laminate 
fabric, a daisy chain with shock cord tool attachments, and fixed harnessing to take on your 
no-holds-barred mountain mission. It’s lightweight yet tough enough to handle in-and-out 
excursions into nature’s most challenging locales. This pack is exactly what you need for a 
short rush of adrenaline.  

Black
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GALLAGATOR 
SERIES
The GALLAGATOR is a Bozeman city trail that occupies an old rail line that extended all 
the way to Gallatin Gateway. The rail line was named GALLAGATOR for its slow speed. 
Today, the trail itself is leisurely and great for a good day hike, run, bike, or an easy stroll. 
It’s good for beginners and casual hikers. And just like the trail, the GALLAGATOR series 
has excellent packs for all those things too. Fresh colors, lightweight recycled materials, 
pocketed shoulder pads, and four sizes to choose from, this pack will be your favorite for 
all your everyday needs. 

KEY FEATURES:
MATERIAL
• Lightweight fabric made from partially recycled materials makes this pack a breeze to carry

• YKK® zippers

FEATURES
• Pocketed shoulder pads offer more organization and storage for the small things like a 

phone or sunglasses  

• Lid pocket with integrated key clip provides rapid access to your keys, snacks, a first aid kit, 
and other hiking essentials  



Black
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GALLAGATOR 25 
Sometimes you need extra room in your pack – 20 liters is too small, and 30 liters is a 
little too much. 25 liters? 25 Liters is just right. The GALLAGATOR 25 is big enough to 
be in the wilderness all day and has exactly the right amount of space and a sleek design 
to cart around town every day. The 3-ZIP design with compression and daisy chains with 
tool attachments give you plenty of room to carry lunch, extra layers, water bottles, and 
whatever else you need for the day. The lid pocket, with an integrated key clip, keeps your 
keys and wallet safe, while the pocketed shoulder pads give your sunglasses and phone a 
home with easy accessibility.   

KEY FEATURES: SPECS:
 + 3-ZIP access cuts down on unnecessary fumbling 

when you need to get to the guts of your pack

 + Pocketed shoulder pads offer more organization and 
storage for the small things like a phone or sunglasses

 + Lid pocket with integrated key clip provides rapid 
access to your keys, snacks, a first aid kit, and other 
hiking essentials

 + Compression and bungie panel keep everything you’re 
hauling snug and give you yet another accessible 
storage option

 + Hydration reservoir compatible

Weight: 649 g/ 0.65 kg/ 1.43 lbs

Vol: 24 L (1464 cu-in)

Sizes: S/M , L/XL

Hummus Dobby

Pacific

 Twig

Fox
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Gravel
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GALLAGATOR 20 
We designed the GALLAGATOR 20 to meet the needs of outdoor enthusiasts and weekend 
warriors who want to take their outdoor adventures and day-to-day exploits to the next 
level. This pack has enough room to stow hearty snacks, an extra layer, and sunset beers. 
With added compression straps and a daisy chain with tool attachments, you can add even 
more gear to the outside of the pack. And it keeps it all in a super-accessible 3-ZIP design 
and pocketed shoulder pads, plus it’s made with recycled fabric so you can enjoy your time 
in nature even more.    

KEY FEATURES: SPECS:
 + 3-ZIP access cuts down on unnecessary fumbling 

when you need to get to the guts of your pack

 + Pocketed shoulder pads offer more organization and 
storage for the small things like a phone or sunglasses  

 + Lid pocket with integrated key clip provides rapid 
access to your keys, snacks, a first aid kit, and other 
hiking essentials  

 + Compression and bungie panel keep everything you’re 
hauling snug and give you yet another accessible 
storage option

 + Hydration reservoir compatible 

Weight:  535 g/ 0.54 kg/ 1.18 lbs

Vol: 17 L (1035 cu-in)

Sizes:  S/M , L/XL
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GALLAGATOR 15 
The GALLAGATOR 15 is designed to meet the needs of the trail runner, casual hiker or 
minimalist dirt scrambler who wants to elevate the experience of their outdoor adventures 
and leisurely day-to-day exploits. This pack has enough room to stow a bottle of water, 
hearty snacks, an extra layer, headlamps, or a first aid kit. It also keeps everything in a 
super-accessible design made with partially recycled fabric so you can enjoy your time in 
nature even more. 

KEY FEATURES: SPECS:
 + Simple zip-top access cuts down on unnecessary 

fumbling when you need to get to the guts of your pack

 + Pocketed shoulder pads offer more organization and 
storage for the small things like a phone or sunglasses  

 + Lid pocket with integrated key clip provides rapid 
access to your keys, snacks, a first aid kit, and other 
hiking essentials  

 + Compression and bungie panel keep everything you’re 
hauling snug and give you yet another accessible 
storage option

 + Hydration reservoir compatible 

Weight:  590 g/ 0.59 kg/ 1.3 lbs

Vol: 14 L (855 cu-in)

Sizes:  S/M , L/XL
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GALLAGATOR 10
The GALLAGATOR 10 is the perfect companion for the outdoor enthusiasts and weekend 
warriors who need to get outside. At 10-liters, it’s just big enough for the essentials and 
small enough to be a running companion, daily cruiser, or travel pack. It’s made with a 
lightweight, recycled fabric and the simple rip-zip opening, and pocketed shoulder pads 
keeps everything super-accessible and easy-going.  

KEY FEATURES: SPECS:
 + Simple zip-top access cuts down on unnecessary 

fumbling when you need to get to the guts of your pack

 + Pocketed shoulder pads offer more organization and 
storage for the small things like a phone or sunglasses

 + Lid pocket with integrated key clip provides rapid 
access to your keys, snacks, a first aid kit, and other 
hiking essentials  

 + Compression and bungie panel keep everything you’re 
hauling snug and give you yet another accessible 
storage option

 + Hydration reservoir compatible 

Weight:  413 g/ 0.41 kg/ 0.91 lbs

Vol: 9 L (550 cu-in)

Sizes:  S/M , L/XL
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